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27962 Option B -One 

basket swing, 

one infant swing 
and one regular 

swing  

Dinosaur   Plans look good. If any planting is done please use natives Michele 

Dyer 

  

28107 Option B -One 

basket swing, 

one infant swing 
and one regular 

swing  

Dinosaur   I think it would be good if the swings option b could have an extra regular swing added so its 1 basket. 1 infant and 2 regular. While 

I agree with the new slide for younger children, I believe the current slide should be retained for the older children to be able to use.  

The slide is still in good condition and my son loves this the most with the current playground. There is no reason why it should not 
be retained and moved into the new proposed area.  

 
It would also be great to see a drinking fountain installed. 

Shontelle 

Codyre 

  

29849 
 

Kiwi   Swing set - Option A - NIL, Option B - NIL (we already have the best swings) 

 
We love the 1930's equipment and it's fun education for kids!, it's certainly not end of usable lifespan - just maintenance required. 

 

Keep the existing traditional well made equipment our 3 yr old loves existing roundabout and the "best slide in the world", the 
existing swings are great and children like them as they give a decent high swing if wanted.  Repaint existing and redo ground 

surface is all required.  We and our kids prefer this traditional copper and steel slide better than any other in CHCH this includes all 
the new stuff at Scarborough Park, present "copper solid" slide surface is unbeatable and top quality.  Put in your plastic fantastic 

for baby / toddlers if desired, but existing setup is just fine, don't lose present equipment!.  We don't want every playground with 

bright plastic / fantastic.  Appreciate what unique equipment - we are very lucky to still have it.  Money is badly needed for other 
things in the city!  Don't waste it here, minor freshup and couple rockers is all that is required. 

D Alexander 
  

29985 Option B -One 
basket swing, 

one infant swing 

and one regular 
swing  

Dinosaur   Great, I hope the existing equipment is being given away, recycled or sold on trade me - It would be terrible if it was just 
dumped/"stored" somewhere and left to rust. 

Mark 
Penrice 

  

29922 Option A -Two 

infant swings 
and two regular 

swings  

Dinosaur   
 

Nathan 

Crabbe 

  

28640 Option A -Two 

infant swings 

and two regular 
swings  

Kiwi   
 

Aaron Tily 
  

28866 Option B -One 

basket swing, 
one infant swing 

and one regular 
swing  

Kiwi   I am a ten year old girl.  I used to play in the park when I was a toddler but now there is nothing to play on - it's very old fashioned.  I 

look forward to the upgrade! 

 
  

28070 Option B -One 

basket swing, 
one infant swing 

and one regular 

swing  

Kiwi   Please put in a rubbish bin by the car park.  Often rubbish is left in the car park area. Paul Kehoe 
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27947 Option A -Two 

infant swings 

and two regular 
swings  

Kiwi   As a family we love the old fashioned layout of the Kings Park with heaps of room to play cricket, throw a frisbee, etc. We also like 

the old equipment such as the roundabout but it would be great if it wasn’t half in the ditch, bringing the play area forward will be 

great to get away from the dampness but it would be good  to still keep a good sized field area. A lot of playgrounds tend to be 
done up in a similar manner but it would be nice to keep some of the charm of the older style playground which the Sumner 

playground for example seems to has lost making it attractive to mainly the younger children only. 

Mary-Jo 

Heine 

  

29949 Option B -One 
basket swing, 

one infant swing 

and one regular 
swing  

Kiwi   Nice idea to renew park, however there are some potential major issues with the proposed location.  
We as a family are a long time regular [weekly] user of the park with kids and dog we really enjoy the current setup for the following 

reasons. Its sheltered from the easterly, is sunny and the play area and seat has great views out across the estaury to the 

mountains. It make the most of the fantastic views and sense of place. 
We were down at the park last week and reviewed the proposal onsite.  The east wind was blowing as it does regularly particularity 

in summer. The proposed location is exposed to northeaster wind so is unpleasant for sitting. The playground and sitting area do 

not have a view out to the estuary or mountains as it is blocked in the foreground by the existing trees and further away by the 
houses and existing planting  and we noticed the evening sun 4pm onwards was creating long shadows and  shade where the 

seating is proposed. This is the time of family picnics or etc. 
We have attached an alternative location proposal that would be more sheltered, provide the views to the estuary and would 

receive the sun into the evening. 

We would welcome opportunity to discuss this proposal and would encourage the CCC to visit this site in the late afternoon when 
the wind invariably is blowing to see the actual affects including the blocked views and evening shade too. Considering this could 

be another 50 year asset we want to make sure the current intrinsic qualities that make the current park so fantastic as a place to 
visit are carefully considered and restablished in the proposal. 

Harvey 
Duncan 

Occupation Principal 
Architect 

29848 Option A -Two 

infant swings 
and two regular 

swings  

Dinosaur   We would like to see a soccer area at the south end where the existing slide and swings area is.  Maybe 1/4 size pitch Steve 

Adrienne 
McEwan 

  

29847 Option B -One 
basket swing, 

one infant swing 
and one regular 

swing  

Dinosaur   1.  Where it is at the back provides shelter from the prevailing bitter cold easterly wind & gets full sun - so do not move to north 
west part. 

 
2.  Why not move all new equipment tot he existing area & leave large free open space for spontaneous ball games e.g. soccer, 

cricket in front closer to car park. 

 
3.  More rubbish bins needed.  At least one needs to be by carparking area & one at picnic area. 

 

4.  This area seldom used.  Been observing 2 x per day (dog walking / playing) morning & late afternoon for a year.  Never seen 
families using it but have seen "hoons" suspicious characters in cars at carpark, drinking (leaving cans there etc) & perhaps drug 

exchanges?? as not a through road, leads to secluded area for illicit activities. 

Shelley 
Campbell 

  

29840 Option B -One 

basket swing, 
one infant swing 

and one regular 

swing  

Dinosaur   Replacing the roundabout currently there would also be good. There is one at Barrington playground which is really popular, and 

would b easier for kids to rotate than what is proposed (I still think we shd have the option B swing set though. Also, we need more 
tables than currently existing or proposed. Also, some SIMPLE tracks through the bush at the edge would be fun. I don't mean 

wheelchair style, just areas where kids could go on an adventure without being stuck in the eye with a stray branch. 

Jeff Long 
  

29750 Option B -One 

basket swing, 

one infant swing 
and one regular 

swing  

Kiwi   I would prefer the existing swings, slide & roundabout to be kept with a pathway linking them to the car park.  These are sturdy and 

will last for years. 

Katrina 

Alexander 
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28567 Option B -One 

basket swing, 

one infant swing 
and one regular 

swing  

Kiwi   The concept of a playing area for young children is too narrow.   King Park is a  sheltered and  lovely place which faces due north 

with views over the estuary;  it could be an ideal place for family gatherings and picnics.  The addition of a  barbecue area,  a 

trampoline,  and a lavatory  would increase greatly its attractiveness for many users.   I ask that the present concept be expanded 
to make the park attractive to a section of the community which is not confined to adults supervising small children.     

Mary Glen 

Metcalf 

  

28121 Option B -One 

basket swing, 

one infant swing 
and one regular 

swing  

Kiwi   
 

Olivia 

Rodwell 

  

28064 Option B -One 
basket swing, 

one infant swing 
and one regular 

swing  

Kiwi   Moving the play equipment forward will expose it to the easterly wind. I used to take my children to King Park when it was blowing 
a hard easterly as it was so much more sheltered than the Old School Reserve or McCormacks Bay. I do agree the play equipment 

needs updating but I prefer the current location. 

Rebecca 
Robertson 

  

28031 Option B -One 
basket swing, 

one infant swing 

and one regular 
swing  

Dinosaur   
 

Louis 
Anderson 

  

28005 Option B -One 
basket swing, 

one infant swing 

and one regular 
swing  

Kiwi   
 

 Bridget De 
Goldi 

  

27963 Option B -One 

basket swing, 
one infant swing 

and one regular 
swing  

Kiwi   The space shuttle looks good as it caters for a range of ages. The more equipment for older kids the better as the park is more likely 

to be visited independently by older kids. 

Christine 

McCormack 

  

27960 Option B -One 

basket swing, 
one infant swing 

and one regular 

swing  

Kiwi   Please keep the roundabout we love it Emily Watt 
  

27959 Option B -One 

basket swing, 

one infant swing 
and one regular 

swing  

 
My kids & I love the park the way it is.  It’s super fun as it is now. We were just there last Saturday.  The changes will just make it like 

every park in every new development, the one which is there now makes the neighbourhood seem older.   I don’t see anything 

particularly attractive about the new equipment.  

Sarah 

Jenkins 

  

27958 Option A -Two 

infant swings 

and two regular 
swings  

Dinosaur   
 

Annabel 

Sandison 

  

27957 Option B -One 

basket swing, 

Kiwi   
 

Olivia 

Brown 
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one infant swing 

and one regular 

swing  

27952 Option B -One 

basket swing, 
one infant swing 

and one regular 

swing  

Kiwi   The existing picnic table may need to be upgraded, has signs of wear and tear.  

 
Having lived in the area for 2 years now more bins are needed closer to the car park and by the picnic bench, it may encourage 

people to put the rubbish in the bin instead of dumping on the ground in the car park. Will the existing see saws get a refresh? 

These also show a lot of wear and tear with flaking paint and rusting.  

Louise Rice 
  

27950 Option B -One 

basket swing, 

one infant swing 
and one regular 

swing  

Dinosaur   
 

Kirsty 

McGowan 

  

27949 Option B -One 

basket swing, 

one infant swing 
and one regular 

swing  

Kiwi   
 

Genevieve 

Leech 

  

27948 Option B -One 
basket swing, 

one infant swing 
and one regular 

swing  

Dinosaur   Couldn't the roundabout also be retained and moved across?  
 

And re the rockers, is there room for another one or a different one? Maybe the surfboard type, so a wider age range of primary 
school kids would use it? 

 

Hopefully a bin will also be installed in the new area. The plan states removal of the old bin, but no new one is mentioned in the 
new area. 

 

Overall, great to get an upgrade in any shape or form, but it still looks pretty sparse and more could be done than is currently 
proposed for minimal additional cost.  

Nick Gee 
  

27946 Option B -One 
basket swing, 

one infant swing 

and one regular 
swing  

Dinosaur   A basket ball hoop and half court like in Raouora Park would be amazing!!!!! This would be great for the slightly older kids that like 
ball sports rather than playground equipment.  

Nadia 
Marinelli 
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27937 Option B -One 

basket swing, 

one infant swing 
and one regular 

swing  

Kiwi   Hi there, 

 

We're excited that Kings Park is getting some love after raising a family here for 12 years and most of that time having Downer in 
the Park (which they left in a very average state). Pre earthquake Kings Park used to be hub for neighbourhood gatherings, back 

when you could play a game of soccer on the then flat ground (Downer left mounds and dips). 

 
We have a wide range of age groups using the park so it would be good to see equipment that caters for all. 

 

It would be worth noting that the carpark is currently used at night by various teens / young adults to park up drink, eat takeaways 
and leave their rubbish - they have over the past few years broken street signs, trees and used the park for toileting. Most mornings 

a local resident has to tidy up. Some lighting installed by CCC hasn't stemmed the problem. We also see freedom campers parked 
up there.  

 

Many thanks, 
 

Jo 

Jo Wynn-

Williams 

Local 

Resident 

House 

Owner 

27936 Option B -One 

basket swing, 

one infant swing 
and one regular 

swing  

Kiwi   
 

Jackie 

Foulkes 

  

29843 Option B -One 
basket swing, 

one infant swing 
and one regular 

swing  

Kiwi   More keen on connecting the carpark and the tennis club with better stairs on the right hand side as you look at the courts. 
 

Suggest a safer crossing being a raised brick cobble with zebra crossing markings linking Kingparks with the  tennis courts where 
40 to 60 kids every Saturday morning in Spring and Summer cross and enjoy this recreation area before and after their lessons... 

plus the rest of the users and kids during the rest of the week. 

Will Parker BDO BDO 

29787 Option B -One 
basket swing, 

one infant swing 
and one regular 

swing  

Dinosaur   Thank you for doing upgrade we’ve waited a long time. 
 

 age 8  

  

28030 Option B -One 
basket swing, 

one infant swing 

and one regular 
swing  

Dinosaur   I am really looking forward to this new park Wilbur 
Anderson 

  

27951 Option B -One 

basket swing, 
one infant swing 

and one regular 
swing  

Dinosaur   I love that this is going to be upgraded!! And especially catering for younger kids and older kids. It’s important to have a point of 

difference with the equipment, to other parks in the area, so I’m stoked with what has been selected. Especially the swing option 
and the rocket spinner. Great stuff!!  

Carolyn 

Wright 

  

27965 Option B -One 

basket swing, 
one infant swing 

Dinosaur   Great  Dawn  Dart 
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and one regular 

swing  

29245 Option B -One 

basket swing, 

one infant swing 
and one regular 

swing  

Dinosaur   
 

Hayley 

Stewart 

  

28101 Option B -One 
basket swing, 

one infant swing 
and one regular 

swing  

Kiwi   
 

Arthur 
McGregor 

  

27938 Option A -Two 
infant swings 

and two regular 
swings  

Dinosaur   Basket swings are undoubtedly cool. But having two normal swings instead of just one is important for couples, as well as friends, 
and sets of parents and children.  

 
My ideal would be one Basket, one infant, and two regular swings.  

Joshua  
Wharton 

  

28577 Option B -One 

basket swing, 
one infant swing 

and one regular 

swing  

Kiwi   If you can, get two regular swings with option 2. Liam 

Speechlay 

  

 




